Directions
NH Düsseldorf City Nord
Hotel in Düsseldorf, 4 stars

Münsterstrasse 230-238. D-40470 Düsseldorf (Germany)
Tel. +49.211.2394860 | Reservations: +34 91 398 46 61
Email: nhduesseldorfcitynord@nh-hotels.com

Distance to the airport: 3.00km
Distance to the train station: 0.20km
Distance to the city center: 3.40km
GPS coordinates
Latitude: 51.2485697
Longitude: 6.7974582
By car from the north:
From the Airport follow the motorway signs "in alle Richtungen" (all destinations); turn onto the
direction of A52 Essen/ A44 Velbert.
Follow the A44 motorway in the direction of Velbert and take the exit for Düsseldorf to join the
A52.
Stay on the A52 until the end of the Nördlicher Zubringer.
At the end of the Nördlicher Zubringer, cross the traffic light and continue straight ahead.
Follow the signs towards Düsseldorf Zentrum/Derendorf.
Then follow the street for 200 meters until you see the hotel on the right-hand side.
From the south:Follow the A3 direction Oberhausen to the junction "Kreuz Breitscheid".
Turn onto A52, direction Düsseldorf and stay until the end of "Nördlicher Zubringer".
At the end of the Nördlicher Zubringer, cross the traffic light and continue straight ahead.
Follow the signs towards Düsseldorf Zentrum/Derendorf.
Continue on this street for 200 meters until you see the hotel on the right-hand side.
By car from the west:
(Neuss, Meerbusch, Kaarst, Mönchengladbach, Cologne, Krefeld, Aachen, The Netherlands)
Approaching from the A57 motorway, join the A52 in the direction of Düsseldorf or, if you are
already on the A52, follow the motorway to the end.
Follow the road and the B7 signs. Follow directions towards Essen / Flughafen (airport). You will
cross the Rhine river on the Theodor Heuss bridge.
Continue following the directions of Essen, Mörsenbroich, Flughafen, Unterrath). Follow the road
for a further 400 meters and get into the right-hand lane. On top of the railway bridge you will
see a McDonald`s and a Smart Car dealership on your right; turn right into the Mercedesstrasse
and follow the street.
At the end of the Mercedesstrasse, turn right into the Münsterstrasse at the traffic lights. The
hotel is another 50 meters down the road on the right hand side.
The entrance to the hotel's underground parking lot is 10 m farther down the road at the end of
the hotel.

By car from the east:
Coming from A46, turn onto A3 towards Oberhausen.
Follow the A3 direction Oberhausen to the junction "Kreuz Breitscheid".
Turn onto A52, direction Düsseldorf and stay until the end of "Nördlicher Zubringer".
At the end of the Nördlicher Zubringer, cross the traffic light and continue straight ahead.
Follow the signs towards Düsseldorf Zentrum/Derendorf.
Continue on this street for 200 m until you see the hotel on the right-hand side.
By train
From"Düsseldorf Hauptbahnhof" (main train station)
S Bahn S1direction Dortmund
S Bahn S6 direction Ratingen-Essen
S Bahn S11 direction Flughafen Terminal (Airport Terminal)
Get off after three stations at Düsseldorf-Derendorf and take the lift upstairs. On top of the
bridge turn left and you will reach the hotel after 100 meters.
From the airport
1) By public transport: take the S-Bahn (train) number S11 towards “Düsseldorf HBF” (main
station). The underground train station is located at the Terminal itself and is called
“Düsseldorf Flughafen Terminal”. Get off after two stations at Düsseldorf-Derendorf and
take the lift upstairs. On top of the bridge turn left and you will reach the hotel after 100
meters.Train to the airport: every 20 minutes from 4:00 am - 1:00 am; every hour from
1:00 - 4:00 am.
2)
2) Rent a car directly at the airport or take a taxi (around 15-20 minutes by car). Follow
the highway signs "in alle Richtungen" (all directions); take the A44 motorway towards
Velbert (do not move onto the A52 towards Essen) as far as the A52 direction Düsseldorf.
Then at the Düsseldorf Nord junction, turn onto the A52 in the direction of Düsseldorf.
Stay on the A52 until the end of the “Nördlicher Zubringer”. At the end of the “Nördlicher
Zubringer”, there is a lane for turning right and two lanes for continuing straight on. Get
into the middle lane (signs to Düsseldorf-Zentrum-Derendorf). After passing under the
bridge, follow the right-hand lane and stay right of the traffic island (signs to D-Zentrum).
Turn right into Münsterstraße after the traffic light (20 m). Follow Münsterstraße for
around 400 m. The NH Hotel is on the right-hand side. The entrance to the underground
garage is another 10 meters behind the traffic light on the right-hand side.

